High-throughput strategies for the generation of RNA-based sensors and controllers

ABSTRACT: Next generation sequencing (NGS) techniques coupled with advances in synthetic biology are transforming the scale and complexity at which bioengineers can design and build new systems. I will describe recent examples in which NGS-based functional assays are being applied to transform our ability to generate tailored RNA-based gene control systems. Synthetic biology has provided many examples of functional RNA molecules that can act as sensors and controllers in living cells. However, scaling the design of new sensing-regulatory RNAs tailored to different systems has remained a challenge in the field. Methods that leverage next generation sequencing have recently been developed to address these scaling challenges. For example, FACS-Seq assays have been developed to measure the activities of hundreds of thousands of functional RNAs simultaneously, allowing for efficient activity optimization and new insight into sequence-structure-function relationships. More recently, we have developed a solution-based sensor selection pipeline that leverages Cleave-Seq assays and a robotics platform to automate and parallelize the process of generating new RNA-based biosensors to small molecule and protein ligands. These advances will be described, along with applications of these tunable sensor-controllers in biological systems.
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